
Upgrades

I want to really grow and improve into and become unconsciously competent in leveraging the TIY model and tools and not only 
competent in using this approach to improve my life but also using it to make a huge impact on my life, my wife's life and al l those 
around me……Family, Friends and clients.  

While this IS an upgrade, specificity is still crucial.

Last night's webcast:  how does S.M.A.R.T. play into "Greatness" and "unrealistic?"  

IHAD is the vision, the "blueprint."

Now, the "construction plan" ... the tactics to achieve... that is S.M.A.R.T.... that needs specificity.  

Make sense?

Does your drive leave you almost shaking with adrenaline, with a deep "pit -of-the-stomach" butterflies?  You ask for "impact."  How?  What?

Health?•

Purpose?•

Work output/  kingdom?•

Love?•

Money?•

How does it play out?

What takes it to the next level for you?

(For others, it is more concrete - almost a dogged determination to start a diet or go to the gym, or to make the phone calls or write the content, or talk to 
investors or clients and not take no... That often is not "butterflies" there is sometimes even an anger, especially as you DO IT.  You ask yourself:  "why did it 
take me so long?"  you are pissed.)

Purpose: 
I HAVE A DREAM that daily I make a difference in organization's and people's lives and change the trajectory of their futures by 
impacting the operating perceptions of what is possible. I become more and more impassioned and excited every time I spark 
inspiration in someone and they get an unencumbered view of the potential of their future.

FABULOUS energy....now....to turn this to tactical drive.

To fling yourself out of your bed every morning.  To drive the actions necessary to sustain the Man, the King cited here...

YOU DO KNOW what to do, yes?

(don't all the viewers here KNOW?  So....the deeper question is....what is stopping you?)

I glow with Vitality, Energy and Strength which attracts more and more business to me and SalesXectuion getting me in front of more 
and more people and organizations.

I become

Why the difference in these two?
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Why the difference in these two?

a sought after speaker and consultant on Sales Performance and human potential and SalesXecution grows beyond all expectations 
and creates collaborative relationships that create explosive growth for all involved. 

Now....is the Plan in place to do this?  Why or why not? 

GVOY: A Business in SalesXecution. That affords me steady income of $500K with scalable JV partners that offer very lucrative 
paydays and an ultimate equity play

Again, this is ALL under "upgrades."  Great language!

Now, to the Plan to Execute to MAKE. IT. HAPPEN. NOW.

An update to the Bio since my first writing of this MOW.  I am unwinding my partnership in the ABC Consulting Firm that I was a 
partner in…..even though I only had 2% of the firm. After a few years of being taken advantage of…..and denying it every time it was 
pointed out to me.  I am finally getting out of this situation.  

Put great energy into gratitude and Lessons Learned.

MEAUSURE how you are incorporating the lessons learned!!

I am really focusing on Building out SalesXecution and truly making this an organization that I know it can become. Building out my 
website, leveraging my Social Platform, (18K followers on Twitter @salesologist, 12K direct connections on linkedin.)

Same

What I really want to change is all the self-defeating habits and behaviors that I still deal with even after 2 years of working with you 
and Bryan.

Are they REALLY....self-defeating?

What are they?

What software drives them?

You MUST know their imperative.
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You MUST know their imperative.

Do you know what outcome you wish instead?

Do you know the software that you would need to achieve the new outcome?

Are you SURE it is New You doing this work?

Design a new strategy that meets/ exceeds the benefits.

Install new software.

Ecological test - is it new, does it really work, have you changed?

Even though I have created my IHAD speech below. It doesn't feel authentic or perhaps it is the proverbial "Fraud" software showing 
up to…..neutralize me really living this Purpose or IHAD.  

Which is it?

It is a "better version" or....an above-average incremental boost - but as we have discussed in this month's webcasts, this only is a more sophisticated 
"enemy" of Great, yes?

Top Five Negative Habits

If you had just one thing…

If you had just one thing, the absolute hardest, most challenging thing, that you believe could never be changed for you… or is 
extremely challenging to change for you… what is that?

Answer:  Doubt or Fraud software. This is some little nagging programming in the back of my brain that always creates a voice or 
challenge to just taking the steps to living my Epic life. It is the voice that distracts me…allows me procrastinate….allows me to 
distract myself or numb myself……isolate myself…….screws with my follow through….not building community…..making things bigger
than they are….etc.

I believe this fraud programming….keeping me small for whatever reason has been a challenge to overcome or reprogram.

As New You comes on line...

You FEEL BETTER about more things....some of which have plagued you for a long time.

And then....

Risk management 

Asset protection

Safety / comfort ("but hey, it feels better, right?)
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Asset protection

Safety / comfort ("but hey, it feels better, right?)

Going into the "dark"

Cold....dangerous....RISK

Potential Pain that my "comfort software" avoids today....
===============================================   

ALL of these are "rising" .... So it is easy to "hold what you got" and feel good...

Until it is time to pay the "butcher's bill."

Top 5 1-Year Goal: Have lost 40 lbs and creating my Epic fitness experience. 

What happened here?

Top 5 Challenges

Do you know why these change in a redo?

Different

Purpose: Crushing any vestige of "Fraud" software or old programming that I have allowed to keep me small.

I was asked by my wife - "what keeps you working on the MOW?" after I expressed how challenging I find the creation of the MOW.  

And I was reminded of the first time I filled out the MOW….or better said attempted to fill out the MOW in preparation of the Love 
Seat two years ago and I didn't apply myself to filling out the MOW ….ultimately getting asked to not sit for the love seat.

And back two years ago I didn't really know why I was filling out the MOW so didn't apply much thought to it.   

And here I am 2 years later still challenged in filling this MOW out…..or at least doing a reboot on the MOW and complaining of how 
challenging it still is…….and my wife asks this question!?!  

And I realize a couple of things. I now understand why the MOW and why the writing and stream of consciousness concept…..is to 
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And here I am 2 years later still challenged in filling this MOW out…..or at least doing a reboot on the MOW and complaining of how 
challenging it still is…….and my wife asks this question!?!  

And I realize a couple of things. I now understand why the MOW and why the writing and stream of consciousness concept…..is to 
identify the "remnants" of old programming and Failure with Honor things that pop out…….

it helps you and Bryan….and me identify my blind spots around old programming.

It doesn't allow me to game the system….so to speak…..or game myself really.   

At least it allows you to identify when I am gaming myself.    

And I also realize….based on my wife's question…..why I keep working on the MOW!

Because I have seen the impact of this system on my life. The impact of Journaling and tapping into the observer part of me so that I 
can analyze my "programming".

I have experienced great gains in my success, happiness and passion because of the work with TIY.

DB:  Being responsive means more work for me…..aha this is again something that came out as I am writing or rewriting my MOW and 
this kinda popped out. A remnant of an old disempowering program.

Does "success" mean even more?

Does EPIC mean "off the charts" "work?"

Old "new PQ" ....  How do I present the best of me right now!  

New "old PQ"  Will I be attacked? How will I survive? 

WTF?  What happened

New "new PQ"  How can I use my gifts (strategy, humor, etc.) to truly help this individual, group, organization right now?   How can 
I make this situation a great one? 

OLD GVOY:  3, NEW GVOY 4

Why so low still?
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OLD GVOY:  3, NEW GVOY 4

Why so low still?

  ZERO Changes in Calibration??

Calibration Questions:

(On a scale of 1 – 10, please rate the following four questions. Please add any verbiage you like after those four questions)

How magical, powerful, and extraordinary you are: 10__

ALL results begin with a thought: 10

Emotions catalyze the power of the thought: _8_

The Law of Attraction: 10__  (as defined in the movie The Secret, Esther Hicks books, or any number of sources. In essence, the Law is: 
“What you think and what you focus on is what you get.”)

How the BIO is STILL A DESIGN...

For example:
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While this MOW IS an upgrade, specificity is still crucial.

Last night's webcast:  how does S.M.A.R.T. play into "Greatness" and 
"unrealistic?"  

IHAD is the vision, the "blueprint."

Now, the "construction plan" ... the tactics to achieve... that is S.M.A.R.T.... that 
needs specificity.  

Make sense?

Does your drive leave you almost shaking with adrenaline, with a deep "pit-of-
the-stomach" butterflies?  You ask for "impact."  How?  What?

Health?•

Purpose?•

Work output/  kingdom?•

Love?•

Money?•

How does it play out?

What takes it to the next level for you?

(For others, it is more concrete - almost a dogged determination to start a diet or 
go to the gym, or to make the phone calls or write the content, or talk to 
investors or clients and not take no... That often is not "butterflies" there is 
sometimes even an anger, especially as you DO IT.  You ask yourself:  "why did it 
take me so long?"  you are pissed.)

FLOW:  outcome specificity is crucial ~
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What I really want to change is all the self-defeating habits and behaviors that I still deal 
with even after 2 years of working with you and Bryan.

Are they REALLY....self-defeating?

What are they?

What software drives them?

You MUST know their imperative.

Do you know what outcome you wish instead?

Do you know the software that you would need to achieve the new outcome?

Are you SURE it is New You doing this work?

Design a new strategy that meets/ exceeds the benefits.

FLOW:  do we REALLY have "self-defeating" behaviors?
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Install new software.

Ecological test - is it new, does it really work, have you changed?
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As New You comes on line...

You FEEL BETTER about more things....some of which have plagued you for a long time.

(and there is A LOT OF VALUE to feeling better!)

And then....

Risk management 

Asset protection

Safety / comfort ("but hey, it feels better, right?)

Going into the "dark" & "fear" of Greatness...

Cold....dangerous....RISK

FLOW:  "why don't some people change?"
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Potential Pain that my "comfort software" avoids today....
===============================================   

ALL of these are "rising" .... So it is easy to "hold what you got" and feel good...

Until it is time to pay the "butcher's bill..."

Year-end CANI

Accountability (coach, buddy, self-system)

Setting 2017 software
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